
Saved By The Bell
This workout is designed to really boost your metabolism! 

To start, you’ll need to know how to properly pick up the kb.
~ Begin with your feet slightly wider than shoulder width apart, toes slightly facing outward, chest forward, shoulders back and down, 
 shoulder blades squeezed together, head forward, abs engaged… and yah, that’s it ;)

~ Kettlebell placed underneath you, between your heels

~ With a slight bend in your knees, drop your butt down and bend at the hip to reach and hold the kettlebell.

~ Holding firmly around the handle, lift at the hip keeping your back flat and straightening your legs to stand tall

For this workout, Complete each movement for :30 seconds to a minute without stopping  
Repeat 3-4 times before moving on to the next movement.  

Rest :60 seconds between sets!

Kettlebell Instruction & Routine

Move 1 ~ KeleBe Swing

~Begin with both hands on the kettlebell, 
and with a flat back bend at the hip to bring 
the kb below your bum.
~With your head up and forward & core engaged, push through 
your heels, driving your hips forward and snap up

~Let the KB rise up to eye level before catching the momentum 
with your legs back down

~Inhale on the way down, exhale on the way up.

~Perform this exercise 30-60 seconds, 4 sets with 60 seconds rest



Move 2 ~ Spl Overhead nge

Twist or Clean the KettleBell to your shoulder, and press overhead
~Put one foot forward (same side as kettlebell), place back toe on 
ground behind you as stabilizer
~Be sure to keep wrist neutral and inline with shoulder
~Drop straight down so that your front knee is at about a 90 deg angle
~Engaging your core, drive through your front heel and return your body 
to an upright position
~Inhale on the way down, exhale on the way up.
~Perform this exercise 30-60 seconds, 4 sets with 60 seconds rest

~Standing with your weight on your right leg pointing forward, and your left off at a 45 deg angle
~With the Kettlebell overhead, and wrist inline with your shoulder
~Place your left hand, palm forward against your thigh and roll it down your leg tipping at the waist.
~Keeping your kettlebell above your shoulder, return to the standing position using your engaged 
core, driving all the force into your right heel
~It helps to look up at the kettlebell during this movement
~Inhale on the way down, exhale on the way up.
~Perform this exercise 30-60 seconds, 4 sets with 60 seconds rest

Both Sides!

Move 3 ~ Windmi



Both Sides!

Turn & Tuck to grab the 
Kettlebell for this Move!

Move 4 ~Turkish GetUp

~Laying on your back with the kb pressed straight overhead in your left hand, straighten 
your right leg and right arm, and move it off at a 30 degree angle away from your body.
~Using your core, crunch up onto your elbow keeping the kettlebell overhead
~Continue sitting up to your hand
~Return slowly in to the ground
~Inhale on the way down, exhale on the way up.
~Perform this exercise 30-60 seconds, 4 sets with 60 seconds rest


